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The new iPhone 5s features advanced technologies, including the Touch ID fingerprint sensor, the A7 chip with 64-bit desktop-class
architecture, a new iSight camera with True Tone flash, and ultrafast 4G technology – all in an ultraslim design with three elegant
metal finishes.
Touch ID – this fingerprint identity sensor is an easy and secure way to unlock your iPhone from the Home button. Your fingerprint
can approve purchases from iTunes, the App Store and iBooks.
The new 8MP iSight camera has a larger sensor with bigger pixels and larger aperture to capture more detail. True Tone flash lights
your subject for natural-looking tones and colours. The continuous burst mode for action shots and auto image stabilisation for
moving subjects will turn you into a pro photographer. 1080p HD video recording has 3x video zoom and slow-motion effect.
iPhone 5s is the first 64-bit smartphone in the world. And the new A7 chip delivers up to 2x faster CPU and graphics performance
than the A6 chip. 
It also has a cool new M7 coprocessor which looks after motion data from the accelerometer, gyroscope and compass — a task that
would normally fall to the A7 chip. Now, apps that track physical activity can access data from the M7 coprocessor without
constantly engaging the A7 chip. So they require less battery power. For example, if you park your car and continue on foot, M7 will
switch your Maps app from driving to walking turn-by-turn navigation. And if your phone hasn’t moved for a while, like when you’re
asleep, M7 reduces network pinging to spare your battery.
The iPhone 5s will work seamlessly across Telstra’s leading 3G and 4G Mobile Network.
Only with Telstra will your iPhone…

Get 4G coverage in more places with 66% of the population covered today and 85% to be covered by December 2013.

Experience 4G coverage in 100+ metro and regional centres including all capital cities and their airports.

Reach typical speeds between 2Mbps and 40Mbps in more places.

Seamlessly operate across our entire coverage footprint so if you happen to go outside a 4G coverage area, you’ll automatically
switch to our fastest available 3G speeds, with a total coverage of 99% of the population.

iOS 7
iOS 7 is completely redesigned with an entirely new user interface, including subtle motion, an elegant colour palette and distinct,
functional layers that make it feel more alive.
Control Centre gives you quick access to commonly used controls and apps like Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, adjust screen brightness,
play a song, or access your calculator, clock, camera and flashlight.
The new Multitasking UI allows users to switch between apps in a more visual and intuitive way. iOS 7 pays attention to which
apps you use most and it automatically updates your content before you launch them. So if you tend to check your favourite social
app at 9:00 am every day, your feed will be ready and waiting for you.
With AirDrop, you can quickly and easily share photos, videos and contacts with people nearby. No setup is required and transfers
are encrypted.
Camera lets you simply swipe to choose your shooting format: still, video, panorama and now square. You can add photo effects to
still or square photos
with real-time photo filters. It automatically organises your photos based on time and location into Moments, Collections and Years.
iCloud Photo Sharing now supports video and multiple contributors.
Notification Centre is now available from the Lock screen and has a new ‘Today’ view that gives you an overview of your day –
including weather, traffic, calendar and stocks.
With Telstra’s 4G network you will be able to surf and stream at lightning speeds. So ask us how a Data Pack and the 24×7 usage
monitoring app can help to reduce any additional spend. You will be notified with estimates when you exceed 50%, 85% and 100%
of their data usage per month.

iPhone 5c
iPhone 5c features an all-new colourful design – available in White, Pink, Yellow, Blue and Green – combined with the amazing
technologies of iPhone 5 and more. It includes the stunning 4-inch Retina display, the blazing-fast A6 chip, iSight and FaceTime HD
cameras, ultrafast 4G technology and great battery life.
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Choose from five vibrant colours that look great at any angle.

State-of-the-art performance and graphics, so apps open faster, games look better and web pages load quicker.

Use the Share button in the Photos app to post to Facebook, tweet or add to iCloud Photo Sharing.

1080p HD video recording with new 3x video zoom and face detection.

Power-efficient for even better battery life.

Passing on your phone to family or friend?
As us about a BYO Plan or Prepaid Starter Kit to go with it.


